
                                                                                   

“Impressions” | Alexander Tyunkin 
 

N2N Gallery is extremely pleased to announce its new exhibition “Impressions”, comprising the latest 

works by the renowned Crimean artist, Alexander Tyunkin. 

Alexander Tyunkin was born in 1986 in Melitopol, Ukraine. In 2002 he entered the Crimean Art College. 

2006 - 2012 he was a student of the Kharkiv State Academy of Design and Arts. Since 2012 Alexander is a 

Member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine and from 2015 Member of the Union of Artists of 

Russia. He has been exhibiting actively since 2007. He is the winner of several awards, with over 100 

exhibitions across the world and works displayed as well as in private collections in Russia, Ukraine, and 

elsewhere. 

Tyunkin’s muse prevails to be his beloved Crimea and moreover, nature; capturing its ephemeral tones 

and colours, is this artist’s salient mastery. He reminds us that nature holds an appalling, unparalleled 

beauty and Tyunkin takes it as his responsibility to imbibe it and concinnates in his paintings. 

As a dynamic and evolving maestro, his bold strokes with brushes and knives elicit inexplicable themes 

with the utmost compositions and implausible tones. It can also be attributed to his brilliant choice of 

colours and their mixing, the notable forte he possess! 

In this series, the very elemental essence of Tyunkin’s art is emphasized and displayed. “Impressions” 

portrays the artist’s feelings and emotions about nature and his country. “Impressions” is a language the 

artist uses to communicate about his most imminent inspiration – its charm and flaws, lights and darks! 

In this series, Tyunkin has captured nature and areas in Crimea on his canvas in a surprising manner that 

it profoundly shows how these have influenced the artist. The series comprises the latest exquisite 

collection of landscape oil paintings from the artist. 

The N2N Gallery is equally honored and atiptoe to conduct another exhibition with Alexander Tyunkin, 

indubitably, considering the acceptance and admiration the Abu Dhabi art lovers endowed for him 

during the past visit.                

 

 

 

 

 

 



The exhibition details: 

Exhibition is open from 30th of January until 29th of February, 2020 

Opening times: 

Sunday – Thursday 10.00 – 22.00 

Saturday 14.00-21.00 

 

Location: 

Near Office Entrance, Ground floor 

Al Ain Tower,  

Khalidiya, Abu Dhabi, 

United Arab Emirates 

E-mail: n2n.gallery@gmail.com 

Website: n2nartgallery.com 

 

Call/Whatsapp at: 

                                                                       +971507283778   

 


